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Step 3 – Add the DBGrid Component to the Form. To work with the DBGrid, we need to add the component to the form using
the Component Designer. We can do this by double-clicking on the component. Step 4 – Design the Table. The most important
thing to do when using the DBGrid component is to design the table. This is done in the DBGrid component in the form
designer. Step 5 – Set Connection and Tables. After designing the table, we need to set the connection and table to use. To set
these, we double-click on the connection in the component designer. On the connection properties, we need to set the
connection name, location, databse name and the table to use. Step 6 – Add Columns and Set Column Properties. After the
connection is set, we can add columns to the table. The columns are added to the component designer by double-clicking the
columns to add. The DBGrid provides columns for all of the database fields, including a Name column, a Data Type column, a
Size column, a Value column and a Primary Key column. If the column in the database is not the same as the column in the
database, you can change the field name in the database and the field name in the component. This can be a bit confusing. When
changing the field name, if the database field is named “LastName”, you should change the name to “LastName
(VBComponentName)” in the component. Step 7 – Set Rows and Set Row Properties. To display the data from the database in
the grid, we need to add the data. This is done by using the rows tab in the component designer. The first row has the Name
field for the name of the employee. The rest of the rows are added to the rows tab by setting the data fields. The values for the
cells are the field name in the component and the value from the database. Step 8 – Set Column Headers and Add Label. After
setting the data, we need to add the column headers. To add the columns, double-click on the column header or use the header
options from the Column Properties. To add a label to the cell, double-click on the cell or use the label options from the Cell
Properties. Step 9 – Save the Form. Once you have completed the form, save the form. . . -le-use-of-sql- 2d92ce491b
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